
Batch Processing
in Photoshop
Batch Processing is a method for automating process in Adobe Photoshop.  It is obviously very useful when having to repeat 
the same action over and over, such as resizing photos for the copy machine, or getting ready images for a website, etc.

There are two parts to Batch Processing: creating the action, and batch processing itself.

CREATE THE ACTION

1, Open an image in Photoshop that will be a template for all the images that you want to process.

2, Open the Actions Panel in Photoshop (WINDOW >> ACTIONS)

3, CREATE NEW ACTION using the icon at the bottom of the panel (you can move the cursor over the icons for labels)

4,  A panel will come up to name the new action.  
  Name the action so that you will remember what it does in six month’s time.
  Press RECORD

5,  Apply the actions that you want (resize, crop, change mode, etc)  Any combination of actions will work, Including SAVE  
 AS in a new folder.  The only real issue is that you CANNOT rename your files when using SAVE AS, because it will   
 rename all files when you process the images after and you will only have one file!  You may also UNDO actions which is  
 useful if you want to do multiple crops on one image, you can crop the image, SAVE AS without renaming the file in   
 FOLDER 1, then undo the crop, crop a seperate part of the image and SAVE AS without renaming the file in FOLDER 2,  
 etc (You may SAVE AS with a new format such as .PNG however).  You may also close the image, which is good to do if  
 you are processing lots of images in order to maximise RAM.

6,  While you are creating the images, the red record button will be lit, when you are finished click on the black square stop  
 button to finish the action. 
 

BATCH PROCESSING

1,  Open the Batch Processing panel (FILE >> AUTOMATE >> BATCH...)

2,  Choose the ACTION that you have already recorded

3,  In SOURCE choose either: 
  OPENED FILES if all the files are already opened in Photoshop. 
  FOLDER >> CHOOSE and navigate to where the original images are stored.  
   *Make sure to save processed images in a new folder folder while creating the new action unless you are 
     absolutely positive that you will never need the original files ever again!

4,  Press OK and go and have a coffee while Photoshop automatically processes all  your images!

 Web based images should be RGB mode and 72 dpi 
 Print based images should be CMYK for final output at high resolution (150dpi~300dpi) for final output at a quality printers
 Copy machine images are fine at 72dpi as the machine is essentially a photocopier, and higher resolution images will just clog  
 up the machine without showing the greater detail.


